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A STUDY ON RATIO OF THE MAXIMUM TO THE 
MINIMUM OF TWO NORMAL SAMPLE VARIANCE

Choon-il Park

1. INTRODUCTION

Consider the analysis of variance models, where for testing the equal
ity of different effects of a factor we are dealing with the distribution 
of the ratio of independent (noncentral) chi squared random variables 
(r.v.5s). Thus, instead of considering the ratio of two independent chi 
squared r.v/s as is the case in Pandey and Bhattacharya(1986), we 
consider the following more general setup. Let Wi and W2 be indepen
dent r.v/s with Wi having a noncentral chi squared distribution with 
vt degrees of freedom(df) and noncentrality parameter (z = 1,2). 
Let

T2 = max ［堕，性］，，■血 anJ W =
冗

2. DISTRIBUTION OF W

Let X] and X》be independent positive r.v/s with densities /1 and 
M respectively. Define M = max{JVi,X2), m = min(Xi,X2), and 
V = M/m (1 < V < 00》0 < m < 00). Then, it can be easily seen that 
the density function of V is of form:

/v(^) = [ [/1(^)/2(W)+ fi(uv')f2(u>)\udu (1 < v < 8).(1) 
Jr
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Let fvltv2(<x) denote the density of a central F—distribution with the 
numerator df 力 and the denominator df v2. We introduce the following 
nmodifiedn noncentral F—distribution with densities:

8 -A\fc
f，2； J 찌 = £ >厂/爲+2幻,&(z) (0 < x < oo) (2) 

k=Q
.、 00 厂

•Mm，*) = £ 一下—/vi,(52k)(c) (3)

左=0

Then using (1), (3), the main result is given bg the following theorem.

Theorem. The density function of W is given by

§ e~A1Afcl
fwM = ~~L I 1 /(«i+2fci),v2;A2(W)

fc1==0 "

+ £ —灯-九2+25。1；爲(如(1 < w < oo) 
a2=o

m厂入“2
—〉: 厂j ・/"(凹+2灼);人 1 (이，)

^2 = 0
F厂WK

+〉丿 /鈔2,3+2幻);人2(3), (1 W < 00),
灼=0

where /⑴ and /⑵ are defined in (2) and (3), respectively.
Clearly, if W\ and W2 are (central) chi squared r.v.'s (i.e.,足 = 

人2 = 0), then, from theorem, the density function of W is iven by

J诺(3)=嵐归(3)+ /v2,V1(W)(1 < U； < OO)

which is equation of Pandey and Bhattachaxya (1986).
As an application of the proposed test, consider the one-way fixed 

effect model:

=户 + a* + 0 = 1,... , G>tj ― 1,... , n), 
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where 卩 is the general mean effect, a/s are treatment effects with 
a
»方=0, and ejs are i.i.d. N(Qc修)r.v/s. Define
t=0

a ” / — \2
並略 = ££ 쁛吉,

1=1 J=1 k '

where
a n

饥 = 으브 ana 0 = 으으.
n u u an3=1 j=i

MSa is the treatment mean sum of squares and MSr is the residual 
mean sum of squares. Under Hq : ai =…• = the distribution 
of (a — l)MSa/al is a chi squared with (a — 1) df, where as under 
丑1 ： % 尹 ％勺 for at least a pair of indices (很\ z + 砂 = 1)• * • , a5 
the distribution of (a — l)MSa/al i아 a noncentral chi squared with 

a a2
(a — 1) df and noncentrality parameter —y. The alternative and

2=1 C
null distributions of a(n — Y)MSr/(y^ are chi squared wiht a(n — l)df. 
The alternative and null distributions of W = max{MSai MSr} are 
given by the density functions.

« e-A1Afci
/w(w) = 22 -I知 ! f (히 1+2妇 ),m(힌))

kt 드 0
(°、厂為人妇

+ 22 - LI1 A2,(v1+2fc1)(W)(1 < W < OO)

and
fw(w)=爲W2(迎)+ £wn(")(1 < w < oo) 

respectively, where 肉 =(q — 1) and 庭 = a(n — 1).
For the data summarized in ANOVA 5.4 of Dunn and Clark (1987). 

MS& = 1=23, MSr = 0.34, a = 4, n = 6. The value of W test is 
1.23

W = ——- = 3.62 which is also the value of the usual P—test statistic 0.34
MSa/MSr. The P-value (that is the observed level of significance) for 
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the W-test is approximately 0.10 where the P-value for the F-test is 
between 0.025 and 0.05. This shows that W-test is a very conservative 
test.

P.C. Tang has compiled tables that can be used to compute the 
power function of a noncentral F-distribution (see, e.g., Graybill, 1961, 
voLl, pp.444—459 for Tang's tables). The computations were done 
using a computer program that has several subruotines from Press, 
Fannery, Teukolsky and Vetterling (1988). The power of the noncentral 
F-distribution with * = 5, v2 = 12, Xi = 0(1)10 and for a = 0.05, 
0.10 are given in brackets in the row corresponding to 人2 = 0. These 
values coincide with Tangos table. Tables show that the proposed test 
has very small power compared to the usual P-test. Similar to W 
test comparing estimated spectra densities. Coates and Diggle (1986) 
considered the ratio U/L, where U = max L = min

l<j<m 
are the scaled( central) F-ratiosa They also observed that the test U/L 
is not particularly powerful.

In conclusion, we fell that the W-test is not an appropriate alterna
tive test to be used in practice. Thus, even in the two sample problem 
of testing the equality of variances, one should the usual F-ratio test 
with the larger of the sample variances in the numerator, and pretend 
as if this is indeed the real situation.
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